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Reconstruction after the Civil War
Name ____________________________

1

H

Class __________________ Date ____________

Reconstruction refers to the time after the
Civil War in which the U.S. government was
addressing the status of Freedmen and
which of the following issues?
Circle the answer letter.
a. woman’s Suffrage

6 What were “black codes”?
a. laws passed by the US government
to guarantee voting rights
b. laws passed to restrict newly
granted civil rights to former slaves

b. the impeachment of Johnson

c. secret meetings held by former
slaves to organize revolt

c. the return of Confederate states to
the Union

d. songs that former slaves sang
during the reconstruction

2 The formation of the ______ party was a

direct result of Lincoln’s “too easy” terms
for uniting the United States following the
end of the Civil War.

7 The _____ laws authorized “separate but
equal” standing for African Americans.
a. Dred Scott

a. Radical Republican

b. Black Code

b. Democratic

c. Jim Crow

c. Federalist

d. Wade-Davis

3 “Carpetbaggers” was a named that
referred to Northerners who ______.

a. hid former slaves in their houses

8 Who was elected

President in 1868?
Write the answer below.

b. voted against civil rights

Please Sign In or Sign Up to download
The ______ made it mandatory for every
printable
version of9 this
worksheet
______ wasthe
a leader
of the Radical
man serving in government to affirm
c. moved to the South after the Civil War

4

Republicans in the U.S. Senate during the
American Civil War and Reconstruction.
a. Charles Sumner
b. Abraham Lincoln
c. Andrew Johnson

5 Which year was Lincoln

assassinated? Circle it.

1863

1865

1867

that they had never supported the
Confederacy.
a. Ironclad Oath
b. Reconstruction Plan
c. Due Process Amendment

10		What year did Reconstruction officially
end? Circle it.

1876

1877

1890
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Reconstruction after the Civil War - Answer Key
Name ____________________________

1

Class __________________ Date ____________

Reconstruction refers to the time after the
Civil War in which the U.S. government was
addressing the status of Freedmen and
which of the following issues?
Circle the answer letter.
a. woman’s Suffrage

6 What were “black codes”?
a. laws passed by the US government
to guarantee voting rights
b. laws passed to restrict newly
granted civil rights to former slaves

b. the impeachment of Johnson

c. secret meetings held by former
slaves to organize revolt

c. the return of Confederate states to
the Union

d. songs that former slaves sang
during the reconstruction

2 The formation of the ______ party was a

direct result of Lincoln’s “too easy” terms
for uniting the United States following the
end of the Civil War.

7 The _____ laws authorized “separate but
equal” standing for African Americans.
a. Dred Scott

a. Radical Republican

b. Black Code

b. Democratic

c. Jim Crow

c. Federalist

d. Wade-Davis

3 “Carpetbaggers” was a named that
referred to Northerners who ______.

a. hid former slaves in their houses
b. voted against civil rights

8 Who was elected

President in 1868?
Write the answer below.

Ulysses S. Grant

Please Sign In or Sign Up to download
The ______ made it mandatory for every
printable
version of9 this
worksheet
______ wasthe
a leader
of the Radical
man serving in government to affirm
c. moved to the South after the Civil War

4

H

Republicans in the U.S. Senate during the
American Civil War and Reconstruction.
a. Charles Sumner
b. Abraham Lincoln
c. Andrew Johnson

5 Which year was Lincoln

assassinated? Circle it.

1863

1865

1867

that they had never supported the
Confederacy.
a. Ironclad Oath
b. Reconstruction Plan
c. Due Process Amendment

10		What year did Reconstruction officially
end? Circle it.

1876

1877

1890
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